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Taffy and the Tapir Party
Illustrated children’s book
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Taffy and the Tapir Party
Illustrated colouring sheets



Taffy and the Tapir Party
Product designs



The Final Straw
Character design sketches



The Final Straw
Character designs



The Final Straw
Visual development



The Final Straw
Title design



Traditional Swiss musicians
A trio of Swiss musicians with traditionally 
inspired clothes 



Traditional Swiss musicians
Contrabass and accordion player



Traditional Swiss musicians
Initial sketch & Alphorn player



Birds
Design of a tropical bird & expressions



Birds
Idea sketches using basic shapes & line art 



The Cyclist
Character inspired by 80’s Tour de France cyclists



The Cyclist
Initial idea sketches of the 80’s inspired Tour de France cyclist



Houses
Inspired from different eras and objects. The House on the left is designed with every-

day objects and the house on the right is inspired by english Art Deco architecture. 



Houses
A colourful windmill inspired by the Netherlands and a higgledy piggledy tudor house. 



The Mushroom Fighter
These characters came to life through the monthly 'Character Design Challenge'. 



Visual development for the Mushroom Fighter
A dark and mysterious foresty landscape



The Mushroom Fighter
Initial idea sketches



Tapir the explorer
Visual development for space explorer tapir and his friends



Tapir the explorer
Tapir expression, colour and pose exploration



Tapir the explorer
Tapir design exploring different poses & movement



Tapir the explorer
Visual development of tapir’s home



Tapir the explorer
Visual development of a rocket mission & rocket designs



Tapir the explorer
Initial idea sketches and character exploration



Tapir the explorer
Character sheets of Pepper and Olive



Tapir the explorer
Maquettes made by
Lily Goodwin based 
on my designs.



The Scientists
Small mammals in their day jobs



The Scientists
The mole archeologist



The Scientists
The guinea pig chemist



The Scientists
The squirrel biologist



Little Acorn 
Visual development based on the existing story of a children’s book. (Little Acorn by Melanie Joyce, 2018.)
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